


FOUNDER  
Kaz, (Karen Maurice-O’Leary), New Zealand born, an ex-advertising industry 
global award winner, with 20 years in the business, now fine tuning her skills as an 
interactive storyteller and a public speaker on compassionate workplaces.  

Widowed in her thirties, she learnt the harsh lesson of putting work before her 
marriage, nearly missing the last meal with her husband before losing him in an 
accident. That meal was his home cooked Bolognese. 

Openly and honestly sharing her story on stage globally, pre pandemic to 
corporates, she has now evolved it into a philosophy to help reset and realign an 
overworked world  - inspired by a true story of nearly missing the last meal with a 
loved one. 

A crusade to champion productivity during work hours and discover what 
“Bolognese time” means to us all. Bringing individuals and businesses together 
to lead us into a working era - where rest and time off is prioritized as a vital 
wellbeing tool. 

Phase one is a workplace agreement and personal oath to protect time, align 
hearts and support each other to be present for what matters most. 
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Phase One:  

1 - The Lesson video launch 

2 - Verbal Bolognese Oath video - a verbal 
promise for anyone, anywhere. 

3- Website with access to launch video, 
business adoption announcement 

templates, an online store with workplace 
agreement certificates + personal guardian 

oath certificates + affirmation prints. 



What is “Bolognese time”  
for yourself and those 
around you? 



SEND Kaz’s true story to whoever you’d 
like to protect time, align hearts and 
start this conversation with.  
Schedule a time to discuss its importance 
and share your non-negotiable reasonS 
to stop for ‘Bolognese time’. 

Use the verbal agreement video, as an 
initiation tool, to declare you ARE 
adopting the philosophy with your team 
or WITH an individual.  
It can be shared in a video conference or 
in person. 

Decide if having a physical declaration to 
sign and date of the official workplace 
agreement or the personal guardian oath 
would be beneficial. There are also 
Bolognese affirmation prints Available to 
add to your workspace. 

Share your decision to adopt the philosophy. 
tag, announcement templates are available 
on the website. Tag @bolognesephilosphy on 
Instagram, we’ll use your announcement to 
inspire others. 

Reach out if you have any partnership or 
collaboration opportunities you’d like to 
discuss - 
partnerships@bolognesephilosophy.com  

HOW TO ADOPT THE PHILOSOPHY 
We understand there many different workplace structures,  

so we’ve created options to help.
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Workplace adoption announcements
Complimentary template downloadable on website.



   

Instagram @bolognesephilosophy

YOUTUBE

LINKEDIN 

bolognesephilosophy.com 

Platform homes

http://bolognese.com
http://bolognesephilosophy.com


Business:Business:

Signature:Signature:

Signed by:Signed by:

Date:Date:

The Official  
Workplace Agreement 

Giclée fine art print. 



Signed:Signed:

Name:Name:

Date:Date:

vow to be a time guardian forvow to be a time guardian for

The Personal  
Guardian Oath 

Giclée fine art print



Affirmation Prints
Giclée fine art prints



Gift vouchers.
Digital only.



Thank you, Contact  
hello@bolognesephilosophy.com 
For partnerships and 
collaborations



BRAND GUIDELINES  
















